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I'M A QUITTER

When I first began drafting this
volume back in December, I had
written a piece titled “Don’t Quit
Your Day Job.” Laugh out loud. I
am proud to call myself a quitter.
In January I quit engineering to
work at the animal shelter full
time, primarily as a veterinary
technician. It’s been two months
now, and although I still
experience symptoms of anxiety
and depression, they are much
less pervasive.

I still worry about every decision I’ve made in recent and not recent history. Am I really
getting closer to finding “my passion” or do I just thrive on change? Am I reasonably
quitting things or just running away from my problems? Why does the idea of running away
always feel the most comfortable? Why do I label these as bad?

However, I know I enjoy working as a vet tech a lot more than anything I’ve done previously.
It’s busy, challenging, fast-paced and I have days off during the week. I also get to work
with different people on different days. I don’t know if I’ll do it forever, but it feels like the
right place to be right now.
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* * * 2019 ASPIRATIONS * * *
BE HONEST WITH YOURSELF.
DREAM BIG. BELIEVE IN YOURSELF.
TALK TO MAGGIE AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK.
LEARN HOW TO DEAL WITH ANNOYING PEOPLE—ESPECIALLY THOSE YOU SEE
EVERYDAY.
FIND BALANCE.
SET BOUNDARIES. BE ASSERTIVE ABOUT THOSE BOUNDARIES.
NURTURE YOUR RELATIONSHIPS WITH THOSE YOU TRUST.
BE LESS AGREEABLE.
DON'T ALLOW OTHERS TO GUILT TRIP YOU.

The Nostalgic Blues
Nostalgia is usually thought of as a positive experience. A wistful reminiscence. It could be
invoked by music, television, recipes, or even random smells. My depression often
manifests in what I call extreme nostalgia.

It happens to me when I’m uncertain and worried about the future and uninterested in the
present. I start to miss a past I didn’t even enjoy that much at the time. Maybe because it’s
familiar. Or maybe because it’s unattainable. It’s definitely a distraction from the present.
One stimulus is all it can take to fall into the cycle of extreme nostalgia. My favorite
incense smells like Giselle’s room—we were best friends for 8 years and now we are
strangers. I love the way it smells but it transports me back to middle school and then I
start listening to Kings of Leon or Kate Nash (click

here to listen to my middle school

playlist) and then I think about how much I miss my grandma and my cousin and those
summers spent together. A lot of the time I don’t move past my thoughts of my old best
friend. It’s something I need to radically accept and move forward, but it still hurts.
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Lately, it’s been triggered by things that remind me of surveying or engineering.
Sometimes I just really miss crawling through sewers in the middle of the hot, humid,
Kansas summer. I miss being able to focus on my art and writing when work was slow. I
absolutely do not miss sitting at a desk all day, or being gazed at by middle-aged men, or
suffering in rush hour traffic. But extreme nostalgia is a state of mind that fixates on the
positive moments of past experiences. It’s like I’m gaslighting myself into thinking I’ve
made wrong and uninformed decisions.

No matter how many positive changes I make in my life, my depression, anxiety, and
extreme nostalgia will still be there. This time I know how to handle these feelings. I know
how to tell myself I am thoughtful and responsible and worthy of respect, and actually
believe myself. I know that I am not perfect, but I’m doing a damn good job. And so are
you.
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LIFE IS MEANINGLESS
The belief that life is meaningless is dangerously powerful. On one hand it’s comforting to
know that whether you’re an engineer or a nurse or a travelling blogger, the impact on the
universe is minimal if not nothing. However, if nothing matters then why do anything at all?
It can be torture to live fluctuating between these two perspectives.

I try to embrace this feeling and focus on my local impact. Maybe my time on Earth
doesn’t matter in the grand scheme of the universe, but it does matter to those around
me. And it should matter to me—but that’s a work in progress. I still find myself in a state
of mind where I ask, “why do I care about quirky thrift store mugs?” Truthfully, I don’t really
care about them. But I assign meaning to them and this assigned meaning gives me a
little bit of purpose. I’m not just wandering the Earth aimlessly, but I am on a journey to
find strange coffee mugs. Jonathan Van Ness summarized it best in the latest season of
Queer Eye, “I can’t tell you what your pocket of joy is I can just tell you, you need to have
her.” It isn't inherently bad to assign arbitrary importance to something if it makes you feel
okay, even for just a moment.

Since quitting engineering, I feel less like I am on a quest for happiness and more like I am
searching for balance. I feel empowered enough to try new things and to decide that
some things maybe aren't a good fit. However, I still struggle with trying to do too much all
at once. Since the start of 2019 I have changed career paths, adopted a dog, taken in a
roommate, and started dating Daniel. These are all positive changes—except maybe the
roommate, it’s not working out so well—but it is so much change all at once. In animal
rescue we call this trigger stacking.

I trigger stack myself A LOT. Reading through old volumes, I've noticed that I'm constantly
making changes and constantly adjusting to these changes. Luckily I think I'm in a place
where I can stay for a while. Therapy has taught me how to recognize and handle my
emotions effectively, have honest, and sometimes difficult, conversations with others
about those emotions, and start prioritizing and communicating my needs. It can be
stressful, but so much healthier in the long run. I just need to remember to take things
slow, breathe, and be nice to myself.
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Dear ASM
I want to launch my own blog, but I'm overwhelmed on how to get
started? Any advice?
It is so overwhelming! I find reading ~other~ blogs about how to start your own
blog is helpful—especially ones that break it down in a lot of detail. But after
reading several of those, I would choose one and try to stick to its advice, for the
sake of simplicity/not feeling overwhelmed.
Start by finding a service you like (I personally like wordpress), then start creating
something you love. You don't have to share it until you're ready!

What do other people do to figure out if people find them annoying?
Especially in a work environment.
You know, whatever you do, someone is going to be annoyed. Some people are
more sensitive and/or irritable. But there are reasonable basics; here's an article
with a decent list (https://www.businessinsider.com/ways-youre-annoyingcoworkers-2017-11; try not to shudder at the misspellings and bad grammar) The
best you can do is to try to be reasonably professional, and try to accommodate
reasonable specific requests from those you work with.
Straight up ask. Something like, "I know I probably have some annoying habits, but
I never want to annoy anyone. Be honest, have I done anything to annoy you? Don't
ever suffer in silence with me."
read the body language, will always say more than their words, if they seem
uncomfortable, or seem to be making an effort to show that they are busy, then
they don't want to converse, or associate. It could be project is in a rush, so
multiple interactions will be necessary to see if it's you, or just situational.
Hmmm... I guess I just try to be friendly and see if specific people are friendly in
return. If someone's repeatedly not cordial to you and friendly with others, they
might have a problem with you!
Short answers when you ask open ended questions. Not to be confused with
concise answers. Pro tip: if someone doesn't like you, ask them to do tiny favors for
you (can I borrow your pen?). It creates cognitive dissonance that works to defeat
negative attitudes. Kierkegaard used to ask people for the time and it worked! :)

is my plan B i bought in advance still ok to use in case of emergency
even though it sat in my car overnight when the temp got below 32?
most likely, kinda risky to experiment though
this is a good question... my mostly uninformed opinion is that the cold wouldn't
have harmed it like extreme heat would have. All I could find in brief internet
research, which you have probably already seen, too: "Store at room temperature
away from moisture and heat." The safest bet is definitely not to use it, but it
doesn't seem like it could have been that damaged by freezing!
I think so....
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Dear ASM
LIFE continued
Volunteer for causes you believe in. The people there will automatically be likeminded about something important to you. Do you have a hobby or interest? Join a
group that is built around that interest.
This may seem lame, but Facebook groups with like-minded people that lead to inperson meet ups. I've moved, started new chapters in my life and some of my best
friends now started online first.
Friend tinder, which should exist but doesn't yet!!!! (Miranda here: Bumble BFF is a
thing though). The possibly ineffective advice available on adulting blogs; join
community activities and see who you click with! I'm also a big believer in
practicing patience when it comes to friendship.
Join a sports league, go to church, do stuff you like and meet people that also like
that stuff, take classes.
Join some type of group. Start volunteering. Master swimming, a workout group,
paint class, etc., or find something you love and you will meet people who love the
same thing as you!

Best cost- and energy-saving techniques for gas, electricity, and water
bills?

Get a gym membership and use their shower. We have google home and I know
it's been saving us with a smart thermostat, but to be honest it's really my hubby's
domain.
I can't speak for the water and gas but I have some experience with electricity.
When leaving the house, set the thermostat higher/lower so that AC or heater
(depending on time of year) is not running all day while you are at work/away
from home. Also, I don't know if it is a possibility depending on living situation and
budget but, the investment in a smart thermostat might be worth it, they can track
your energy use and some give you a monthly report so you can see where you can
make improvements. Also you can have more control over the schedule to fit your
life and needs. Finally (my best example is in the summer but the inverse would
work in the winter) when setting the thermostat while you are away, it is actually
more energy efficient to set it slightly higher than turning off completely. I know it
sounds counterintuitive but if you set the air to 78F while you are gone it will run
very intermittently using some energy but not much. When you do come home and
turn the air down to say, 75F it only has to coll for a short period of time for you to
be comfortable. However, if you simply turn the air off all day, when you come
home it could be much warmer than 78F and the air will have to run for a longer
period of time to cool the house to that same target of 75F using more energy as
a consequence. Sorry for the long winded answer but I hope it helps!
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Dear ASM
I really need to know...is Die Hard a Christmas movie?
Duh
I think so?
YES.
Yes!
Yes.
Yes!

How do you decide what type of therapy sessions to attend/how did you justify
attending therapy to yourself? I have plenty of friends who attend therapy on a
regular basis and I know there's no shame in it, but for some reason when it
comes to attending therapy myself, I have a really hard time justifying it in terms
of time and money (also tried it once with the counselor at college and she just
made me feel like garbage. It left a really sour taste in my mouth). ***Miranda's
summary of additional information: it is affecting job performance, blacking out
from alcohol, feeling like a burden, and feeling like starting to spiral***
The additional information makes me think you might start with alcohol counseling. Whether
the alcohol is the main problem or something you are using to self-medicate other problems is
an important thing to find out.
You've got to be willing to put in the work to unpack that shit. The pain of change is less than
the pain of staying the same. Keep looking, trying until you find the right counselor for you.
Don't give up! The consequences are far more than just regret.
Personally, I feel like I have a lot of unresolved emotions about a lot of things in my life—that
affect my day-to-day ability to find fulfillment or joy in life—and I don't know how to resolve or
navigate them alone. That's how I justify it. It's so important to find someone who doesn't make
you feel like garbage—so maybe plan to try out some different offices or ask for friends'
recommendations. I am happy to recommend some people depending on where you are.
I go to therapy weekly. It took me a while to justify it in my head, to me it is like a friend/diary
that I can vent to that won't be hurt by my words and actions. They are like another doctor,
their purpose is to help you get better.

Any ideas for tattoos to cover up self harm scars? Specifically on forearm. In the
meantime, any advice on how to respond to folks who ask you about your scars?
What do you like? Maybe a reminder of something you love, big enough or complex enough to
cover up your scars? I know you're probably looking for something more specific, sorry if that's
not very helpful!
I personally love flowers. Growth, beauty. And be brief but honest.
If it's someone you trust—be honest, the best relationships are based in vulnerability. Not ready
or wanting to talk about it with that person—still be honest, "they are scars from an event I'm
not comfortable talking about at this time, maybe never. Rather than covering them up, work
on learning to love them. They are warrior wounds. Your past self that made them was so
strong. You are so strong now. You wouldn't be who you are today without going through that
hard. You are beautiful.

